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Aetna was launching a B2C advertising 
campaign with the passage of Obamacare. 
They were looking for a unique social first hub 
for user created content. We created the 
campaign called “What’s Your Healthy?” 
Where users tweeted in encouraging work for 
what they do to improve everyday health.

INTERACTIVE
Aetna

Case Study Video

http://www.prime8la.com/portfolio/case-study/whats-your-healthy


We enlisted six professional photographers 
and life-long allergy sufferers to visualize daily 
life without symptoms. For 24 hours, the 
photographers shared photos and 
video diaries in which they’re breathing clearly 
amidst pollen-filled hayfields, trails, 
tree blossoms, and dandelion patches.

OTC LAUNCH
Flonase

Case Study Video

https://youtu.be/kguUJGWRwHY


Conceptualized the Fall of Fame Contest.  

When you're greater than your fall allergies 
with FLONASE® Allergy Relief, you can make 
it to the Fall of Fame. Share photos and videos 
of you and your pet at your best — outside or 
inside fully enjoying what fall has to offer — 
and you may just win the $5,000 Grand Prize.

FALL OF FAME
Flonase

Case Study Video

http://tane.colorbox.tv/video/166982607


AstraZenca was releasing a new asthma 
medication onto the market.  
 
The brief was to create a sleek, modern 
design that resonated a high end look and feel 
for the brand. 

PACKAGE DESIGN
AstraZeneca



Various work for pharmaceuticals coming onto 
the market. This work may include sensitive or 
confidential material please do not share. 

LOGO DESIGN
Various / McCann World Health Group



This was a campaign for Enfagrow 
NeuroPro™ Toddler Nutritional Drink 

Our challenge was to create a way to inspire 
parents and create an understanding of the 
brain building power of Enfagrow Formula for 
toddlers. Enfagrow is specifically designed to 
help toddlers 1+ years old get the nutrition 
they may still need.

DRINK SMARTER
Enfamil



POS DISPLAY
Enfamil



POS DISPLAY
Enfamil



Designed infographics and a content strategy 
for Breathe Right Nasal Strips. We wanted to 
keep a clean and specific design language 
for a series of featured articles on the website. 

CONTENT DESIGN
Breathe Right / GSK



Sensodyne was revamping their website look 
and feel to reflect a more content heavy site. 
We created a design language for the site and 
rolled out a beautiful clean new UX and a 
complete content strategy for the brand to 
drive SEO. 

WEB DESIGN
Sensodyne / GSK
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QuitSmoking.com was a content campaign for 
Nicorette and NicoDerm CQ. We wanted to 
keep the site feeling youthful and bright, to 
enhance a lifestyle campaign that was 
energetic and encouraging of living a smoke 
free life. 

ART DIRECTION
Nicorette / GSK



HUMIRA is a prescription medicine to reduce 
the signs and symptoms of moderate to 
severe rheumatoid arthritis in adults.  

Humira at Work was a campaign idea that was 
focused to express that Humira can improve 
your ability to perform daily activities. 

AD CAMPAIGN
Humira
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